1997 saab 9000cse

The Saab is an automobile produced by the Swedish company Saab from to Representing the
company's foray into the executive car scene, it was developed as a result of the successes of
the turbocharged 99 and models. The Saab was only available with petrol engines and never as
a convertible except for one prototype. Saab designed the as part of the Type Four platform in
conjunction with the Italian automaker Fiat Automobiles. Fiat retailed similar derivative versions
as the more basic Fiat Croma , the luxury-themed Lancia Thema , and the sports-oriented Alfa
Romeo Unlike the , which shares only the chassis, the Croma and Thema are outwardly similar
to the As such, much of the bodywork appeared interchangeable between the , Croma and
Thema; for example, the doors. However, because Saab fitted heavier side impact protection
they will not fit. Despite being shorter overall than the which was still produced in parallel, the
has a longer wheelbase and greater interior space with cu. In total, , Saab s were manufactured.
This original model was a five-door liftback , sharing much of its appearance and bodywork with
the Type Four platform relativesâ€”the Fiat Croma and Lancia Thema. Drag resistance for the
original model is C d 0. In for model year , Saab released a sedan variant of the known as the
CD. With the introduction of the CD, Saab took the opportunity to re-style the front-end for the
sedan. This involved smoothing the edges of the headlamps and grille, and sloping the front
outwards. Saab adapted the design of the sedan to the current facelift of the Saab , which had
already received a similar new front for the MY This re-design marked a departure from the more
upright front styling of the original, which was also similar to the old design of the Saab from
The fact that the older medium class model Saab had received the facelift first seems curiously,
also that the 5-door model still retained the old front design. The sloping front came only for MY
with the 5-door model and was only available in this model year. Because the next bigger
facelift for the Saab 5-door variant was followed by release of a partially redesigned body for the
model year, known as the CS. At the release of the CS, the original liftback variant from MY was
retrospectively designated CC to differentiate it from the newer version since MY The "old" CC
was continued to sell out of stock alongside in some markets as an entry-level model and in
particular in the US, where the new CS was not available until MY Since then all new engine
releases for the got the DI from beginning except later V6 which came from GM. For MY Saab
introduced the new developed larger B 2. From , all variants were equipped with a Saab
Information Display SID which showed fuel consumption, distance to an empty fuel tank,
alternator output voltage, outside temperature, and lowest battery voltage during vehicle start.
A separate pictogram monitored door and hatch opening and exterior light bulb condition. A
new turbocharger management system, Trionic 5 and later Trionic 7 , was equipped from the
model year onwards the Trionic system used resistor spark plugs to detect for engine knock in
place of the knock sensors incorporated into the engine block in the previous APC system. For
MY the model range was revised to provide some uniformity to the model designations on all
markets. In principle, both equipment lines could be combined with the engines available in the
respective MY. This means that even a "simple" CS could be ordered with the HP turbo engine.
The background of the new B engine was that Saab needed a suitable engine for the upcoming
new Saab So worth paying attention to there were two generations of B engine, one made from
MY called "long block" , the other from to "short block". The later motors had a revised oil sump
system, head, timing cover, and different bell housing pattern. The B and B both came as
non-turbos and turbo variants which additionally split in so called LPT low pressure turbo, also
named "Ecopower" and FPT full pressure turbo. Both systems used the same Garrett T25
turbocharger with a base boost pressure of 0. This allows the boost pressure to be increased as
the ECU sees fit. Maximum stock boost on a full pressure turbo varies from 0. The 2. End of
production: As the CD and the Aero already expired after MY , only of the Saab were produced
for the last model year, and of these only were exported to the United States, the main market
for Saab. Saab already concentrated on the successor of the Saab , the Saab Originally known
simply as the , the original liftback variant was later given the CC identifier, standing for "combi
coupe", to differentiate it from the CD "Corps Diplomatique" sedan and later CS liftback. Saab
also uses this different identifier for the Saab versions. While originally equipped with an
upright front design, this was replaced by the sloped version in MY that had earlier debuted on
the CD sedan in In markets outside the UK, it was known as the Talladega in honour of the 19
endurance records set by three standard turbocharged s at Talladega Speedway in the US in
Since MY it was available both with and without catalytic converter. The pressure was around 1.
Furthermore, a new "black box" APC had been installed in the "Talladegas" which allows higher
power. A number of the Carlsson editions fitted with the B turbocharged engine were sold into
the Australian market. Unfortunately many of the few remaining specimens are often not in
good condition. The CD was the four-door sedan body style with from beginning a slightly more
aerodynamic nose which the CC get not until MY The sedan was phased out after MY From the
beginning, Saab had placed the CD and later the CDE above the hatchback model in terms of

equipment and price. This was in keeping with the spirit of the times, which saw an expensive
notchback model more as a car for business people with or without a chauffeur who did not
need the cargo space of the CC. This is why Saab never offered the CD or CDE with a folding
rear seat, which would have been at the expense of stability and peace and quiet in the interior.
In , a 3. In some European markets, the V6 engine was offered as a high-spec CDE Griffin model
with numerous luxury appointments, such as an optional second air conditioning unit in the
boot for the rear occupants and with all available electric options, special eucalyptus green
paint, a separate rear-seat air conditioning system, walnut trim and rear window blinds. This
replaced the CC. Featuring a lowered front fascia with new headlights, new grille, some minor
changes at the doors and a substantially redesigned rear-end. Although the interior design
remained basically the same, there were some changes in detail. Here is an overview over the
different versions of the different engine types used in the Saab CS Versions. After the old B
engine phased out after MY , there were in summary 9 different engine versions for the CS
available in the upcoming years. A limited edition Anniversary model was introduced to mark
Saab's 50th anniversary, featuring leather seats embossed with the classic, aircraft-inspired
Saab logo and a colour-keyed body kit. The "Anniversary" could be ordered till the end of the
production in Today this model is sought after by aficionados. Aeros were equipped with
paint-matched body kit and spoiler, eight-way Recaro -designed heated sports seats, a sport
suspension, and inch Super Aero wheels. A convertible version was constructed by Finnish
Valmet , the prototype version is currently on display at the Uusikaupunki car museum near the
Valmet factory. In , Saab experimented with steer-by-wire technology as part of the
pan-European programme "Prometheus" Programme for European Traffic with Highest
Efficiency and Unprecedented Safety. Their contribution to the programme consisted of a
modified with the steering wheel replaced with a center-mounted joystick. This setup removed
the risk of body and facial injury in the event of an accident. It also provided easier and cheaper
airbag installation, as well as improved instrument panel visibility. At a visit to the American
Sunroof Company , who helped design the Saab convertible, the engineers spotted the building
of a minivan based on the Chrysler's K-car later launched as Chrysler Voyager. Gunnar Larsson
thought it was a neat idea and when he came home he asked the head of bodyworks Dick
Ohlsson if they could do something like that based on the Saab They used the platform but
lengthened and with higher roof and room for seven persons even if the rear seat was mostly
suitable for children. The full-scale model was finished in May two months after the first idea.
The Saab was available with a big variety of naturally-aspirated and turbocharged engines. The
range consisted mostly of the Saab 2. One model was fitted with a prototype Saab V8 engine.
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Since then, i have had to do only the water pump, which started leaking only after i power
flushed the coolant. Really can't believe how solidly this car was built. I also have the auto and
wish i had a stick shift. And my car was a NYC car for the first 50K of it's life. But these cars
were built for cold weather Anyone who has not seen the Top Gear Saab Tribute from a few
months ago should head over to Youtube right now. Saab really did build a better car.. It's a
dam shame what happened to them. Their attention to every detail, the quality of construction,
and pride in engineering are inspiring. With a few miles short of , I can safely say this is the best
car I have ever owned. I have put tires on it every K, oil every K, and exhaust systems every K.
Beyond these, only a fuel pump and two clutches and scheduled maintenance. The best and
still running like a top. I actually have the automatic, which I bought in the name of practicality
because I live in Los Angeles and I sit in hours of traffic every week -- but since buying the car, I
half-wish I had a stick because this car is so much fun to drive. Originally from MA, the car's
undercarriage rusted significantly before I bought it, which has caused a dearth of minor ish
problems. Though, in the car's defense, none that you wouldn't expect to see on a year-old
vehicle with mostly original equipment. I have taken it from 82K miles a couple of years ago to

about K today without any major repairs. Build quality, especially where the interior is
concerned, is a bit lacking. I purchased this used car as my everyday driver after my wife
bought a Audi A6 2. I paid top dollar for the car as it was in excellent condition. The alignment
probably should have been done at purchase. Great power for passing on the highway. Very
comfortable inside but looks sporty outside, and handles much better than your run of the mill
"near-luxury". Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Used Saab Consumer Reviews
More about the More about the View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter
by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons brakes emission system cup holders
doors. Items per page:. Write a review See all s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up.
Wow, after 11 years without any significant redevelopment the Saab is still going strong. Of
course a fiercly loyal following and the addition of the Aero in , which gave the a boost of power
which propelled Saab to the top of its class in acceleration and top speed, certainly haven't hurt
its popularity. Nonetheless, the could stand to undergo the same type of revamping that the got
a couple of years ago, making it one of the fastest, most comfortable, fun-to-drive cars for the
dollar. Roomy interiors, quirky, yet functional instruments, exceptional cargo space, and
powerful engines, in either V6 or four-cylinder turbo guise, are what make s great. Additionally,
optioning out a involves just three selections; these cars come with everything! If you love
Saabs because of their uniqueness, buy a today. If you love Saabs because of their safety and
performance buy one next year, they will undoubtedly achieve even higher standards after their
expected overhaul. The Used Saab is offered in the following submodels: Hatchback, Aero.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck listings of
over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified pre-owned CPO Saab for sale near.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Saab Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Saab lease specials Check out Saab lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Dated design. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 24 reviews. I wrote a review below
in Since then, i have had to do only the water pump, which started leaking only after i power
flushed the coolant. Really can't believe how solidly this car was built. I also have the auto and
wish i had a stick shift. And my car was a NYC car for the first 50K of it's life. But these cars
were built for cold weather Anyone who has not seen the Top Gear Saab Tribute from a few
months ago should head over to Youtube right now. Saab really did build a better car.. It's a
dam shame what happened to them. Their attention to every detail, the quality of construction,
and pride in engineering are inspiring. Read less. With a few miles short of , I can safely say this
is the best car I have ever owned. I have put tires on it every K, oil every K, and exhaust systems
every K. Beyond these, only a fuel pump and two clutches and scheduled maintenance. The
best and still running like a top. As great in as it was in ' I actually have the automatic, which I
bought in the name of practicality because I live i
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n Los Angeles and I sit in hours of traffic every week -- but since buying the car, I half-wish I
had a stick because this car is so much fun to drive. Originally from MA, the car's undercarriage
rusted significantly before I bought it, which has caused a dearth of minor ish problems.
Though, in the car's defense, none that you wouldn't expect to see on a year-old vehicle with
mostly original equipment. I have taken it from 82K miles a couple of years ago to about K today
without any major repairs. Build quality, especially where the interior is concerned, is a bit
lacking. I purchased this used car as my everyday driver after my wife bought a Audi A6 2. I paid
top dollar for the car as it was in excellent condition. The alignment probably should have been
done at purchase. See all 24 reviews of the Used Saab Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up.

